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1. PROLOGUE
1.1 Purpose
This document aims to provide an overview of the AirView™ airport information system and 
associated  modules.   It  is  intended  to  provide  sufficient  information  to  enable  airport 
management to evaluate the key features of the system.

1.2 Scope
This publication provides a top-level functional overview.  In addition to brief  descriptions, 
this  publication  provides  an  overview  of  current  information  system  technology  and 
anticipated future trends that may impact on technology selection.

1.3 Definitions, Acronyms and Abbreviations
16:9 Wide-screen TV display monitor
AirView Airport information system
AODB Airport Operational DataBase
ATM Asynchronous Transfer Mode - Cell switching network
AVC Audio-Visual Controller
BIDS Baggage Information Display System
CASE Computer-Aided Software Engineering
CRT Cathode Ray Tube; TV-type monitors
DCM Display & Control Module
DCS Display & control Communications Server
EDP Electronic Data Processing
ePC Enhanced/embedded PC (Trademark of Sentel)
FDDI Fibre Distributed Data Interface; 100mbs
FIDS Flight Information Display System
ICM Integrated Colour Monitor
IVC Intelligent Video Controller
LAN Local Area Network
MBS Million bits per second (mbs)
MIDAS Multi-application Information Display Automatic System
OPS Oracle Parallel Server
PLC Programmable Logic Controller
VDC Video Display Controller
WAN Wide Area Network

1.4 Misc. References
Sentel product brochure; MIDAS overview.
ViewPoint 3D promotional leaflets.
ePC DS Controller brochure.
Databases: MySQL, Oracle & SQL Server product guides.
Intel product guide.
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1.5 Information Sources
This document has been produced using publicly available information from Microsoft, MySQL, Oracle, Intel, Sentel Advance 
and other sources, which are believed to be correct as of the date of publishing.

1.6 Trademarks

Trade marks of Sentel Advance: AirView, MIDAS, Accent, AutoTel, AutoPA, free-form
Multigraphic, ICM, OptiMon, Sentel, AVC,
ePC, AutoGate. ViewPoint 3D, OwnTV.

All other trade marks acknowledged.

1.7 Copyright and Confidentiality

This publication and the system and products that it describes are Copyrighted Sentel Advance Systems (Sentel-advance.com)  
1989-2012.  No part of this publication may be reproduced in any form without written authority. It  may not be redistributed 
without written agreement.
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2. INTRODUCTION
In today’s complex world of rapid travel, airports need information systems that are easy to use, flexible,  
reliable, and compatible with a wide range of airport applications, delivering outstanding performance  
every hour of every day.

AirView is a complete airport information system developed by Sentel over the last 25 years, offering all  
the experience gained working for the largest and best airport organisations, including BAA in the UK,  
and SAGAT in Italy.

AirView™ is a  tightly  integrated  package,  comprising  the  latest 
database  and  display  software  available,  designed  to  increase 
airport operational productivity.

The  system has been  designed  to  work  the  way airports  need 
most, with the systems airports are familiar with, using the latest 

techniques  available  today,  and  ready  for  those  in  the  future.   It’s  faster  and  more  sophisticated  
services improve the way your organisation works and communicates, improving operational efficiency  
and the ability to communicate with passengers and staff.

Operational management
Operational management is becoming increasingly complex in today’s modern airports, demanding a  
professional approach to system configuration in order to achieve efficient airport operation.  With a  
wide range of technologies now involved in such systems, Sentel Advance offers an experienced team  
providing a range of airport  IT products and services with a wealth of experience in large-scale IT  
projects.
Sentel Advance´s partnership agreements with Intel, Microsoft, Oracle, and MySQL not only ensure  
high standards of support,  but  through close collaboration with our partners,  ensures the complete  
success of your project.
Sentel  only  employs  fully  qualified  and  experienced  design,  development,  installation  and  training  
personnel  to ensure that  the necessary resources are available to  meet exacting deadlines and to  
achieve your project goals.

One world, one objective – better service for our customers
Co-operation  and  understanding  are  key  to  the  success  of  complex  IT  projects.   Our  aim  is  to  
implement the information system that will best meet your airport’s needs.  With today’s sophisticated  
and reliable technology we can enhance business operations, efficiency and cost, providing you with  
the systems that meet your needs today, but that can easily expand to meet your needs tomorrow.

  One world, one architecture, advanced airport systems - AirView
™ 
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3 System Overview
The  AirView information  system is  able  to  distribute,  in  real-time,  air  traffic  information to  various  
categories of users to support operational management and the distribution of information to the public  
and staff.  It provides a scaleable open architecture, designed to meet current and future airport needs.  
Whether you require an information system using a small Server and Staff workstation, or a system  
based on a cluster of Servers, AirView provides the widest range of facilities, including comprehensive 
airport  information  management,  multimedia  displays,  automated  digital-quality  public  address,  
telephone enquiry and booking systems, integrated CCTV viewing and recording, and a comprehensive  
Internet Web page Server with real-time database access.  Your staff and customers will be able to  
access the information they require from anywhere in the world, and in a secure manner.
AirView systems are designed to meet the demanding needs of the modern international airport.

AirView™ Advanced Information System – features:
•   CDB Server foundation: Unix / Windows / Linux
•   High-performance Database Management System : SQL Server/Oracle/MySQL
•   AirView Flight Information Processing
•   Viewpoint 3D™ Multimedia Flight Information Display System – offering full 2D and 3D capability
•   AutoPA™ Automated digital-audio PA system
•  CUTE/CUSS and related applications
•   AutoGate™ Automated Gate Scheduling System
•   AutoTel™ Automated telephone enquiry, booking and voice mail system
•   Internet Information Server with on-line database access
•   Digital CCTV viewing and recording
•   Interfaces to remote systems, plus remote diagnostics, etc.
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4 ARCHITECTURE
The  AirView airport  information  system  uses  industry  standard  hardware  and 
software to support a wide range of networked devices.

These include:

• Desktop workstations for system management and data entry.
• Flat-screen displays for information presentation - FIDS/BIDS, etc.
• LED and LCD text displays for large-format information presentation.
• Control panels for event signalling - gate switches, turnstile counters.
• Public address for manual and automated announcements and music*
• Security devices, CCTV cameras and alarm systems

* AutoPA Public address is available integrated within the AirView system.
Announcements are limited at present to 4 user-selected languages.

4.1 Interfaces
AirView can be interfaced to any system with a known communications protocol.
This includes:

• CUTE/CUSS/SITA networks
• AFTN ATC network
• PABX telephone systems for telephone enquiry & voice mail services

4.2 Network
The  system  utilises  highly  fault-tolerant  switched  network  components  with 
automated routing to provide the highest performance available today,  supporting 
100Mbs/Giga Ethernet, ATM, FDDI, Arcnet, Token Ring protocols.

The system is compatible with all current network protocols, including:
TCP/IP, IPX/SPX, NetBeui, AppleTalk, DLC, HTTP, SNA, PPP and PPTP.
DEC Pathworks, Novell NetWare, IBM LAN & SNA, RAS, NFS, ISDN, X.25.

4.3 Clients
The following clients are supported:
Windows Workstation, Linux, UNIX.
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5 SOFTWARE OVERVIEW
The  AirView airport information system is provided with a comprehensive suite of 
general management, business and airport applications software as listed below.
Detailed technical information can be found in the related publications.

• COS Central Operating System - Windows XP/NT Server
• CDB Central Database System – Oracle/ MySQL / SQL /  Access
• DPS Data Processing System – Oracle / MS Access
• ECM External Communication Module
• SER Statistics, Evaluation and Reporting
• MOP Microsoft Office Professional Suite
• FIPS Flight Information Processing System
• FIDS Flight Information Display System (2D & 3D)
• MiniFIDS Flight Information Display System for smaller airports
• AutoPA APA Automatic Public Address System
• AutoGate GSS Gate Scheduling System

5.1 Optional Airport Software
In addition to the standard range of applications provided with the AirView system, a 
wide range of additional software applications are available for the system.
As  requirements  vary  significantly  from  airport  to  airport,  quotations  for  the 
applications shown below are available on provision of detailed requirements.

• AGS Advanced Gate Scheduling System
• OPS Operation Planning System
• OSS Operation Support System
• ASR Advanced Statistics, Evaluation and Reporting
• ABS Accounting and Billing System
• CKS Check-in system
• ATE AutoTel™ Automated Telephone Enquiry System
• AWS Accent™ Web and Advertising Server
• SSP Security Screening System for passport control

5.2 Third-party Products
Sentel Advance has agreements and working partnerships with a variety of specialist 
firms in order to provide and support the following systems:

• Advanced Gate Scheduling Systems - knowledge-based systems
• Accounting and business systems
• AFTN mini-switch - ATC network interface
• SITA mini-switch - SITA network interface
• Environmental control and monitoring systems
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6 SOFTWARE AND RELIABILITY
AirView’s application  software  is  designed  and 
developed  using  the  latest  programming  and  CASE 
tools to ensure fast development turnaround, lower cost, 
and  higher  reliability.   We  use  the  latest  Visual  C++ 
development  systems,  and  CASE  tools  to  produce 
reliable and error free applications for 24x7 operation.

By  providing  applications  that  have  been  developed 
from the ground up, we can guarantee that your systems 
will  operate  24x7  without  hanging-up  or  displaying 
annoying warning messages on the FIDS screens.

We also guarantee that failures in the operating system or 
driver  software  are  caught  and  reported,  and  that 
system lock-up,  or  hangs,  are fully  controlled and the 
system rebooted within a few seconds.

6.1 Why Visual C++?

Visual C++ is the most standards-based, modular and efficient programming language.  It provides a  
solid and expandable foundation that allows the rapid development of advanced applications to ensure  
that all AirView software runs as expected, 24x7.  It gives our applications a guaranteed level of control  
to  ensure  that  all  system conditions  are  detected  and  controlled  in  a  timely  manner,  and  for  this,  
AirView and ViewPoint FIDS does not fail, hang or display warning messages generated by third-party  
code.
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Today, the vast majority of airport IT suppliers rely heavily on third-party software not originally intended  
for  automated  24x7 operation,  and that  lack the low-level  of  control  required to  guarantee reliable  
operation.

Sentel has been developing software and electronics for 24x7 applications for over 25-years, and for a  
wide-range  of  high-reliability  applications,  which  is  why  Sentel  FIDS  is  the  most  reliable  system  
available today.

The image above shows FIDS screens in a departures hall, where the FIDS software is based on web  
software.   Web-based FIDS is  not  sufficiently  reliable  because  the  core software  is  developed for  
browsers, and not for 24x7 real-time automated applications, such as FIDS.

Key differences in design exist, such as with AirVIew’s ViewPoint FIDS, in which the core software is  
designed to handle the complete range of errors from the operating system up to the application level,  
reporting errors silently, and automatically rebooting the controlling PC, or reloading the software, within  
a few seconds.  In practice, ViewPoint FIDS has been proven to be completely stable and robust when  
installed on Sentel’s homologated range of ePC controllers, which have proven driver software, and an  
embedded operating system configuration developed especially for 24x7 applications.
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6.2 CASE Development Systems
Airport´s  requiring  an  Oracle-based  system, 
benefit  from a  highly  scalable  solution,  which 
includes  two  database  development  suites, 
Oracle  Designer  and  Oracle  Developer. 
Designer  supports  the  modelling  of  complex 
systems  with  business  process  reengineering 
(BPR),  analysis,  and  design  diagrammers. 
Developer  empowers  organisations  with  the 
ability  to  rapidly  and  productively  build 
sophisticated  systems  that  scale  from 
workgroup  to  enterprise.  With  a  common 
repository,  flexible modelling and methodology 
support,  a  unified  client  and  server  development  environment,  and  a  portable  open  architecture,  
Designer  and  Developer  are  the  industry's  only  second-generation  client/server  design  and  
development tools.

6.3 Oracle/MySQL benefits
These advanced  development  tools  enable  Sentel  to  continue  to  offer  the  most  sophisticated  and 
reliable  software  for  any  airport  at  a  competitive  price.   Furthermore,  using  CASE  tools  allows  
applications to be modified and expanded to suit new requirements within short times-scales and with a  
level of accuracy otherwise impossible to achieve.

6.4 Microsoft Access and Office Suite
For small to medium-sized airports, Microsoft Access actually offers an excellent solution for database  
application generations, including easy-to-use, and easy-to-update operator interfaces.

In  addition,  the  Office  suite  provides  a  range  of  excellent  tools  and  applications  for  information  
management and reporting, including advanced statistical tools and report generating.
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7 AIRPORT OPERATIONAL DATABASES
The airport database is the core data warehouse for the airports operational data, and as such, it is a  
vital component in any successful airport business.
Today, there are many excellent databases available, and many of the less costly are suitable for large  
airports.  However, whatever database is chosen, the most important issue is long-term support, to  
ensure  the  regular  maintenance  and  expandability  of  the  database  to  meet  the  airports  changing  
needs.

7.1 Database selection
7.11 MS Access – for smaller airports
The Microsoft Access database is now well proven in a number of smaller airports, where the ease-of-
use of  its  forms development  tools  allows effective,  modern and well-connected  applications  to  be  
delivered in a very short time, and at reasonable-cost.

Since the release of Access 2007, the database supports many of the advanced database features,  
including structured and unstructured data elements of a wide range of types.
The ease of  use of  the complete  package,  with  excellent  connectivity  to  the range of Office  Suite  
products, not to mention its excellent application development tools, makes Access a good choice for  
many small to medium sized airports, in fact Access can be found in use in many airports in Europe.

Although Access is not at the top of the list with database experts, the truth is it is now an excellent  
product, and fully scaleable at any moment to a full SQL server driven database, suitable for any size of  
airport.

7.12 SQL, MySQL or Oracle – for medium to larger airports
Oracle/MySQL databases  offers  advanced  features,  such  as  storage  of  unstructured  text,  images,  
audio,  and  even video.   It  is  currently  used  to  manage everything  -  from personal  information,  to  
corporate data centres, to giant multimedia libraries that serve-up information on demand.  It runs on  
almost every popular computer, from the smallest laptop, to the largest supercomputer, to the Network  
Computer that will  bring interactive news, entertainment,  education, and commerce into homes and  
offices worldwide.
The Oracle & MySQL databases have emerged as leaders around the world,  and Oracle/MySQL’s  
software engineers continue to extend its powerful technology.  They have created the industry's first  
second-generation software development tools to help developers build applications to run mission-
critical applications. Oracle's ready-to-use application software is designed to help organisations of all  
kinds access and manipulate their business-critical information.

That said, Oracles annual  support  costs can be considerable for smaller airports,  and many of the  
advanced features offered are of limited application in airports.

Whatever your database choice, AirView is fully compatible, and will offer the same functionality and  
reliability customers expect from a leading airport FIDS supplier.
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8 System Description
8.1 Overview

Fig. 3

AirView – an Integrated Airport Information System

The AirView system is a highly configurable airport information display system connected to a network  
of remote terminals, display screens, CCTV cameras, PA speakers, and other devices.  The system 
uses  a  local  and,  optionally,  remote  database/s,  containing  airport  operational  information,  flight  
schedules,  planning records, etc.   AirView is a mission-critical system, with dual-servers supporting  
fault-tolerance.

In  today’s  airports,  information systems need to  be able to  cope with  long-term needs,  and when  
system updates are needed, allow rapid modifications and additions. One of the primary objectives  
given to the AirView system engineers was to provide a level of flexibility capable of allowing users to  
extend and reconfigure the system on demand in minimum time.
Integration:  A well planned airport IT system allows airport staff to manage and view all operations  
within an airport, not just flight schedules, loading, fuelling and billing, but a wide range of operations  
and services, including automated and manual digital public address, CCTV monitoring and recording,  
and fire sensor information.  And that is the aim of AirView; to provide a complete overview of airport  
operations via an airport-wide secure information system.

Keeping costs down for the smaller airports, AirView can be run from standard PC servers, able to  
support all the usual services, including several channels of FIDS/BIDS screens.

For larger systems, additional servers and workstations can be added to support an unlimited number  
of users, FIDS and other services.
Diagnostics:  The  system's  diagnostic  software  verifies  system  status  periodically,  reporting  any 
failures to the management through status alerts, and also by email, and optionally SMS messages to  
the mobile phones of key staff. This level of run-time diagnostics enables failures to be detected almost  
instantly. 

AirView also provides real-time event monitoring and control, allowing connection to a wide-range of  
devices from turnstile counters to Programmable Logic Controllers, CCTV camaras and fire sensors.
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8.2 AirView Flight Information Processing System
The Flight Information Processing system is used to create and edit the seasonal flight schedule and to  
edit  the daily flight  schedule.   The daily flight  schedule  is created automatically  from the seasonal  
schedule using high-level queries, designed to match each airport’s precise operational requirements.
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Advanced layouts:  Whenever flight information is entered, the system automatically distributes the  
data to other users’ workstations and the public and staff information displays as and when required.
Whether  you  choose  Oracle  or  Access,  or  in  fact  any  other  ODBC-compliant  database  provider,  
AirView can integrate the software components needed to suit your preferences.
AirView  FIPS  uses  Oracle  forms  generated  by  Oracle’s  4GL  tools,  Designer  and  Developer,  or  
Microsoft Access.  These advanced tools allow fast and safe development of forms to meet airports  
precise operational needs.  The code generated is both efficient and bug free, supporting easy system 
maintenance, modification and expansion.

The core concept  behind AirView is flexibility.   We provide professional  training courses to  enable  
airport  staff  to  customise  data  entry  form,  queries,  and  even  generate  reports  from  the  airport’s  
operational database.

With the modern database management tools now 
available, AirView provides the means to manage 
your data processing requirements
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8.3 ViewPoint 3D - Flight Information Display System
Public and staff displays are easily managed with ViewPoint 3D, which provides a full WYSIWYG (what  
you see is what you get) drag and drop interface, allowing unlimited screen layout designs, including full  
3D formats.  Whatever the information display content, or language, or data processing requirement,  
ViewPoint allows users to rapidly create and modify their displays.

ViewPoint FIDS runs on dedicated ePC computers, which are soak-tested to ensure reliable operation  
over  many years.   The  ePC computers  are  small,  powerful,  and  energy  efficient,  using  the  most  
advanced solid-state electronics.

Today´s ePC screen controlling computers are based on the AMD A10 APU, a single-chip computer  
that outperforms even the flagship technology of leading chip makers.

Using ViewPoint FIDS there is no longer any limit to the type of content you can present across your  
monitor  network  or  online  web.   From a  simple  and  clear  flight  information  screen,  or  advanced  
multimedia corporate TV channel, to a 3D weather flythrough, ViewPoint really allows airports complete  
control.
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ViewPoint uses a drag-and-drop interface to design and edit screen layouts using both 2D and 3D  
graphics environments.  There is full  support for interactive touch-screens, with all types of content  
easily created and incorporated, to display high definition video, live TV, Flash, web pages, PowerPoint  
and ViewPoint full 3D-graphics presentations.
Not  only  is  ViewPoint  capable  of  displaying messages  in  any  language;  it  will  also  translate  your  
messages into your chosen language – from English or Arabic to Chinese, and even handle automated  
PA announcements!

Fast Content Layout Design Tools
Using ViewPoint’s drag-and-drop interface you can position, scale and stretch static and database  
linked text, images, Flash, video and web content exactly as you need using just the mouse.  It offers  
both traditional 2D and new 3D layout tools, with the latest 3D-graphics content creation environment,  
using simple drag and drop facilities.
You can add scrolling text with graphics, logos and icons, in any location.  2D and 3D Text and objects  
can be entered and linked to a database table elements, or RSS feeds.

Animated regions can be created as needed, they can also have 2 and 3D effects, or simply be part of  
a full-3D scene, as shown above in a weather flythrough that runs in real-time from live Met office data.
When you need sophisticated features, such as tables with automatic line expansion to accommodate 2 
lines of data, then ViewPoint has all the facilities you can image; and if you find a missing feature, we’ll  
add it for you free of charge!
You can also add graphical items that change in relation to database changes, for example, a landed  
status that changes a symbol to show a landed plane.
Data processing is also handled by ViewPoint, at the display, using a logical rule dialog that simply lets  
you select the data you want processed, and the data you want excluded.  This approach is both fast  
and efficient, and avoids having scores of  SQL statements to manage FIDS data.
You can add touch-points and navigation buttons for interactive information kiosks, display web pages,  
Macromedia Flash animations, and even add PowerPoint presentations.
With ViewPoint FIDS, you will be able to create, manage and monitor your FIDS network in an instant.
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Display-object editor dialog

Fig. 5

Using object technology, ViewPoint is able to display messages in any language, it will also translate  
your messages, or database codes, into the display text and language required – even complex scripts  
like Arabic, Japanese and Chinese are supported, with right-to-left layout!
Displays can be created that change based on the textual information received, which triggers events to  
occur, or graphics to be displayed, or video and text to be displayed or hidden. With sophisticated  
features, creating information displays is easy for any application.

The Play-list Schedule editing dialog

Fig. 6
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System Control and Monitoring

When connected over a LAN or WAN, ViewPoint easily allows you to monitor and control all the 
displays within the system.  You can simply define your network, and then click on name screens in a 
tree view to actually see the current display being shown at any location.
You can change the display by selecting a display form from, and clicking display.  You can also  
shutdown and reboot remote systems.

The Control Centre dialog, shown below, provides a simple way to control displays.  For example, it can  
be customised to allow staff at airport gates to select the airline logo for individual check-in displays.

System Control Panel showing remote real-time screen monitoring

With ViewPoint you can instantly control and monitor all the systems on your network using the above 
dialog.

Automatic Error Alerts direct to Staff
In addition, with ViewPoint FIDS, you can receive error and status reporting via email or SMS message  
direct to key staffs´ mobile phones and email boxes, alerting them within minutes of any system or  
display failure.
Detailed logs are also kept allowing tracing of any error condition, and its exact cause.
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8.4 ViewPoint 3D Specification

Display format, features and media playback:-
• Unlimited 2/3D screen formats created using drag-n-drop object screen editor and dialogs 
• Animations, scrolling and flying objects with up to 32 path points for smooth animations 

(scrolling and flying text, images).
• Data-driven objects for complex tables, with automated text-image, language and code 

translations.
• Displays/plays Adobe Flash, Director, PowerPoint, JPEG, BMP, GIF, PNG, MPEG1-4, VOB, 

AVI, DivX, WMV and WMV-HD, plus all current video streaming formats.
• Reproduces on-line or stored web pages within objects or full-screen .
• View camera inputs or TV feeds through on-screen objects, full-screen, or picture-in-picture 
• Perfect Playback quality to Broadcast and DVD standards 
• Seamless mixing of High Definition video, web content, images, flash and real-time information 

.
• Seamless back-back video playback of up to 512 videos in a list
• 24 x 7 x 365 operation with automated failure recovery and reporting via detailed logs, and 

FTP, SMS or email alerts.
• Unrestricted animation content, including smooth scrolling tickers, updated from database or 

web data in real time, 2 and 3D object animations 
• Tickers are fully customisable, allowing mixed images and text to be shown as required 
• RSS information services fully supported, with XML data processing 
• Programme/campaign priority allows multiple campaigns to be targeted at the same device 
• Player stores local media library to reduce network traffic 
• Ability to modify programmes/campaigns so that programming can be interrupted and 

removed within seconds 
Programme/campaign scheduling

• Unique programme management including task management, audit trails and security levels 
• Rich, intuitive Office-like UI ensuring easy learning curve 
• Easy programme schedule editing for quick overview of player activity 
• Powerful scheduling options. Create complex schedules in just a few clicks 
• Instantly duplicate Programme schedules 
• Flexible and modular programme structure, facilitating quick and accurate campaign targeting 

Network management
• Remotely view the screen of any client player in real-time across the network 
• Issue commands to a remote display device (client) or group 
• Retrieve playback logs, error reports, and system information whenever required 
• See network status in a single screen with fast on-line status checking 
• Email and SMS message alerts from server within 2 minutes of a client error condition 

Scalability
• Infinitely scalable architecture allowing an unlimited number of sites to be managed 

Security
• Client access protection via username/password 
• Encrypted communications protects against snooping and hacking 
• Illegal access attempts automatically reported to system administrators 

Network management
A key feature of ViewPoint FID systems is the inbuilt Control Centre that enables an advanced information display system to 
operate efficiently across a large number of networked ePC-controlled screens.  In large-scale applications, ePCs can be 
installed on the back of flat TV or monitor screens, allowing each screen to display varied information, switching between 
display formats at the click of a button or automated by a predetermined schedule or database connection. 

Viewpoint also provides the functionality to automatically retrieve data from specialised data systems, such as airline, hotel 
and banking information services. 
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9 Conclusion
AirView and ViewPoint FIDS are open systems that provide a comprehensive range of facilities for  
airports of all sizes and budgets, and offer a secure and open investment in industry-standard hardware  
and  software,  enabling  airports  to  upgrade  the  system with  airport  software  applications  from any  
number of software suppliers as and when needed.

The key benefits of AirView include the latest advanced services running from fault-tolerant servers,  
with a full range of airport management applications, including advanced multilingual ViewPoint FIDS,  
automated digital Public Address in up to 4 languages, and integrated digital  CCTV monitoring and  
recording, plus full compatibility with all the usual airport services and devices, CUTE, CUSS, offering a  
completely integrated airport-wide management system.

Two decades of airport experience
Many airports have chosen AirView and ViewPoint FIDS since we shipped the first system in 1990 to  
BAA´s prestigious London Airports.  Recently, the latest AirView system has enabled airports like Turin  
International in northern Italy to manage the flood of passengers for the Winter Olympics, with over 220  
flights a day, and some 20,000 passengers relying on the information posted on over 230 large-format  
TFT screens installed around the terminals.
Many experienced airport managers consider AirView to be the most open, cost effective, and flexible  
system available today, and we continue to add new functionality day by day.

With  an  experienced  team  of  engineers,  Sentel  has  the  resources  to  support  all  airport  IT  and  
electromechanical  engineering  needs,  including  modifications  and  additions  to  meet  specific  
requirements.

Thank you for your interest in AirView and ViewPoint FIDS, and we look forward to hearing from you.

For  further  information  contact   info@sentel-advance.com  or   visit  www.sentel-advance.com 
www.ViewPoint-3D.com
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10 FID Screens samples – Created and displayed by ViewPoint-3D
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Reference kindly provided by Turin International Airport in March 2008:-
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